
Life is incomplete in present times without  Also, it is a fact that  a wealth.

rich person is considered to be successful in today's world.  is the Kuber Lord of 

worldly riches and through his  even a pauper can turn into a Sadhana

millionaire. So what more we need to say to perform this ?Sadhana

                                                

A unique and effective sadhana for gaining wealth, 
fortune, comforts, prosperity and attaining Lakshmi 
permanently in life.

nd 2  NovemberDhan Trayodashi   

Kuber Sadhana

Right from the birth of a human being, 
the Karmas of the previous lives gets attached. 
The actions of the current life either adds up with 
the sins or reduces the ill effect of those sins 
performed in the earlier lives. Hence, one must 

try and act in a manner which can help us in 
gaining more merits than accumulating sins. 

However, most human beings spent a 
major part of their life earning livelihood for 
their family. It is also a fact that most of us don't 
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have  to enjoy this human life. enough money
On the other hand, we see few individuals who 
have an enormous supply of wealth in their lives, 
they gain success in almost all the work that they 
take up and there is no dearth of worldly 
possessions in their lives. The more they spend, 
the more they have and they even earn more 
compared to the number of hours they work. The 
reason behind such a life is the blessings of the 
Gods Goddess and  whom these individuals 
would have appeased in their current or earlier 
lives.

Lord Kuber is a unique deity who is 
blessed by both  and . Lord Shiva Lord Brahma
He is the treasurer of the Gods and when the 
Gods need , they pray to . A wealth Lord Kuber
place graced by Kuber is invariably also blessed 
by  the  and MahaLakshmi, Goddess of wealth
prosperity. Kuber rules over all the sources of 
wealth like Padma, Mahapadma, Shankh, 
Makar, Kachhap, Mukund, Kund, Neel and 
Varchas. He also commands divine beings like 
Yakshas, Guyiks Kinnars.  and  The divine 
damsels,  serve him.Apsaras,

 Each source of  called wealth
Nidhi can make one immensely rich and Kuber 
owns all the nine Nidhis. A of Kuber is Sadhak 
also blessed with the grace of  and Lord Shiva 
Lord Brahma himself protects the home of 
such and individual. Venus who rules over 
beauty, fortune, worldly comforts, marital 
happiness, travels and music is a friend of 
Kuber and hence through the Sadhana of Kuber, 
one can win the favor of Venus as well.

No fire sacrifice , worship or (YAGYA)
festival can be complete without offering the 
prayers to Lord Kuber. Kuber, who rules the 
north direction, is worshiped not only in the 
middle of a worship or Sadhana but is also 
worshiped at the end when the person o ers ff
flowers mantra. chanting the  One who 
regularly performs the  is Sadhana of Kuber
blessed with success in every field of life – may 
it be trade, job or some business.

Kuber Sadhana is equally effective for 
sudden wealth gain and for inheritance. Without 
performing Kuber Sadhana, wealth can never 
remain forever with the person in life. Kuber, 
like Lord Shiva, is very easy to please and 
bestows one with enormous boons. Thus one 
should include  in daily ritual to Kuber Sadhana
continuously attain His blessings. 

Sadhana Procedure:
 One needs  and Kuber Yantra

Kamalgatta rosary for this procedure. One also 
needs a coconut, vermillion, saffron, copper 
tumbler filled with water, milk, flowers and 
sweets. The most auspicious day to perform this 
Sadhana is  however, this Dhan Trayodashi,
Sadhana can also be tried on the thirteenth day 
of bright fortnight of every month. This 
Sadhana must be performed during early 
morning.

Get up early well before  and sun rise
take . Get into  and sit a bath fresh yellow clothes
on a  facing  Take a wooden yellow mat north.
plank and cover it too with fresh  yellow cloth.
Place a and worship Him picture of Gurudev 
with etc. Light vermillion, rice grains, flowers 
a ghee lamp and an incense stick. Then chant one 
round of  with the  and Guru Mantra  rosary
pray to Gurudev for success in  Sadhana.

Now make a mound of  and rice grain
place over it. Next meditate on Kuber yantra 
the divine form of Lord Kuber.

Manujabaahyavimaan Varasthitam Garud 
Ratnanibham Nidhinaayakam.

Shivasakham Mukutaadivibhosshitam 
Vargade Dahatam Bhaj Tundilam.

Next take some milk and offer a thin stream on to 
the yantra chanting the below mantra.
Om Sheem Om Hreem Shreem Hreem Kleem 

Shreem Kleem Vitteshwaraaya Namah

Offer some  on the  and then chant flowers yantra
5 rounds of the below  with . mantra the rosary

Mantra
|| Om Ksham Ksheem Kshamaadhipatih 

Aagachh Yakshaay Kuberaay Phat ||
AA ÅWa  {ka {kha {kekf/kifr% vkxPN ;{kk; dqcsjk; QV~ AA

Offer  to the to forgive for flowers Lord 
any mistakes committed during the  If Sadhana.
your home or business place is getting 
constructed then place the there else yantra 
wrap it in a  and place it in your safe. red cloth
Tie the rosary in the red cloth and drop it in a 
river or pond. Drop the yantra too after 45 days 
in a river or pond. 

This Sadhana is undoubtedly amazing 
and  texts have highly praised it. The Tantra
place where this Sadhana is performed becomes 
a permanent abode of  the Goddess of Lakshmi,
wealth and prosperity. 
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